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Abstract
Quality models predict the perceptual quality of ser-
vices as they calculate subjective ratings from measured
parameters. In this paper we present a new quality
model that evaluates VoIP telephone calls in order to
control their transmission at run-time. In addition to
packet loss rate, coding mode and delay it takes into
account the impairments due to changes in the trans-
mission con�guration (e.g. switching the coding mode
or re-scheduling the playout time). It is also computa-
tion e�cient and open source.
To demonstrate its potential, we apply our model to

select the ideal coding and packet rate in bandwidth-
limited environments. Furthermore we decide, based
on model predictions, whether to delay the playout of
speech frames after delay spikes. Delay spikes often
occur after congestion and cause packets to arrive too
late. We show a considerable improvement in percep-
tual speech quality if our model is applied.

Keywords: internet telephony, adaptive VoIP, percep-
tual quality model, E-model, PESQ, packetization,
delay spikes.

1 Introduction
Recent studies show that a signi�cant number of
Internet backbone links do not provide toll quality
(Markopoulou et al., 2002) � the lowest quality of
classic PSTN based telephone calls � when used for
Voice over IP (VoIP) applications. To overcome this
shortcoming, application level control is a promising
approach. It can be used to complement or substitute
QoS mechanisms like over-provisioning (Fraleigh et al.,

∗This work has been partly supported by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) via the priority program "Adapt-
ability in heterogeneous communication networks with wireless
access".

2003) or Di�Serv. Voice over IP applications can adapt
the VoIP con�guration to the current state of the net-
work. In recent years, several algorithms have been pro-
posed which dynamically tune the con�guration to cur-
rent packet delays and losses. These algorithms change
the size of the playout bu�er, the coding rate and the
amount of forward error correction in order to maximize
the VoIP quality. But how is the quality of a (VoIP or
standard PSTN) telephone call measured?
It is obvious that the quality of telephone calls should

be measured by the users: Humans should evaluate
the perceived Quality of Service (QoS). Of course such
subjective measurement campaigns are time consuming
and costly if statistically meaningful results are to be
obtained (ITU P.800, 1996). On the other hand VoIP
applications cannot measure subjective impressions but
only directly observable, network- or transport-layer
metrics like packet loss rates, round trip times, and
packet delay distributions. These metrics for network-
ing QoS, however, do not re�ect the perceived quality
precisely.
An e�cient way to correlate perceived QoS and net-

working QoS are quality models that simulate human
rating behavior. Quality models calculate a perceptual
quality rating using given networking metrics. In the
last years considerable e�orts have been made to pre-
dict human rating behavior using precisely measurable
parameters. We will describe in short the most common
quality models for telephony:
The Perceptual Assessment of Speech Quality

(PESQ) algorithm predicts the speech quality of nar-
rowband speech transmission. The PESQ algorithm is
standardized in ITU P.862 (2001b). It compares the
original and the degraded version of a speech sample
to assess the speech quality with a mean opinion score
value (MOS), which scales from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent).
The quality of a telephone call is not entirely judged

by the speech quality. Further factors have to be con-
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sidered. The E-Model (ITU G.107, 2000) takes into ac-
count various other impairments like delay and echoes
to calculate the so-called R factor. A higher R factor
corresponds to a better telephone quality, zero being
the worst value, 70 toll quality, and 100 excellent qual-
ity. One novel feature of the E-Model is the assumption
that sources of impairment which are not correlated to
each other can be added on a psychological scale. This
allows to trade o� di�erent sources of impairment (e.g.
loss versus delay) against each other.
The main drawbacks of ITU's quality models are the

following: The PESQ algorithm is not able to predict
the speech quality at run-time nor does it take into
account end-to-end delays. As well as being compu-
tationally complex it is also patented. On the other
hand the E-Model considers operational parameters
which are not known or not relevant to the application.
It does not consider the impairment due to dynamic
adaptations. Furthermore it assumes tandem coding
(transcoding) conditions (ITU G.108, 1999) and as a re-
sults leads to an imprecise correlation between loss rate
and speech quality. Thus, neither quality model is suit-
able for adaptive VoIP applications because they work
under di�erent operational conditions and lack particu-
lar features which are demanded by adaptive VoIP ap-
plications.
In this paper we present a perceptual quality model

that is primarily intended for adaptive VoIP applica-
tions. It is based on the same subjective measurements
as the PESQ and E-Model. Our main contributions are
the following: 1. We measured the coding distortion of
the commonly used codecs with PESQ for di�erent loss
rates and loss patterns without considering tandem cod-
ing. 2. We measured the impairment of speech quality
when the packet playout schedule is adjusted and de-
termined the detrimental e�ect caused by switching be-
tween di�erent coding rates. Contrary to the generally
accepted view, switching coding modes does noticeably
harm the speech quality. 3. We developed a formula
which converts MOS values to R factors and included it
in our quality model. The ITU approved this formula as
a standard extension. Our quality model is open source
and available on the internet (Hoene, 2004).
This model can be used in several circumstances. In

particular its on-line nature enables its use within ap-
plications to judge the actual or potential bene�ts of
modifying protocol parameters. We shall describe two
such examples in a later section in more detail.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we

discuss the two common quality models, the VoIP ar-
chitecture and describe the requirements for an applica-
tion layer quality model. Next we describe our quality

model. In Section 4 we present measurement results on
the coding performance of common codecs and param-
eterize our quality model. We also included two exam-
ples of the application of the quality model in Section
5. In the conclusion we discuss further research issues.

2 Background
2.1 VoIP System
Internet Telephony allows to o�er telephony services
across networks using the Internet protocols and is an
alternative to the classic telephone system (PSTN). IP
Telephony consists of signaling and transmission proto-
cols. The signaling protocols (H.323 or SIP) establish,
control and terminate a telephone call. In the follow-
ing we will discuss the principle components of the of
VoIP system, which cover the end-to-end transmission
of voice (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: VoIP System

Digitized human speech is encoded. Encoding algo-
rithms compress the audio signal. Most speech encod-
ing schemes compress segments of speech and gener-
ate frames. The common, standardized encoding al-
gorithms (G.711, G.723.1, G.726, G.729, GSM, AMR,
AMR-WB) di�er in their coding rate (bits/s), frame
rate (frames/s), algorithmic latency (ms), complexity
and speech quality (MOS). An important optimization
opportunity for speech codecs is the fact that human
speech consists of periods of voice activity and silence
(Chuah and Katz, 2002). Some coding schemes lower
the packet rate during silence to send only background
noise descriptions (SID). This operating mode is called
discontinuous transmission (DTX).
One or multiple speech frames are concatenated in

one packet. RTP, UDP, and IP packet headers are
added to the speech segments before the packets are
sent the to receiver. Optionally, forward error correc-
tion (FEC) can be included in the packet (Perkins et al.,
1997). FEC adds redundancy to the transmission so
that lost packets can be recovered, as long as the fol-
lowing packets are received successfully. Redundancy
can be either media-independent or media-dependent.
Media-dependent FEC (Hardman et al., 1995; Bolot
and Vega-Garcia, 1998) uses multiple coding modes to



compress the content at di�erent rates (e.g. both G.711
and G.723.1).
The network transmits packets from the sender to the

receiver. In the Internet packets can get lost because of
congestion or (wireless) transmission errors. The trans-
mission delay of packets, the time needed to transmit a
packet from the sender to the receiver, is variable and
depends on the current network condition and the rout-
ing path (Bolot, 1993; Bolot et al., 1995; Markopoulou
et al., 2002; Kaj and Marsh, 2003). VoIP packets may
be transmitted in parallel over multiple paths (Liang
et al., 2001).
At the receiver, protocols process the packets and

deliver them to the de-jittering bu�er which temporily
stores packets so that they can be played out in a timely
manner. If packets are too late to be played out on
time, they are usually regarded as lost. Consequently,
losses as seen by the application are in fact a superposi-
tion of real losses and excessive delays, where excessive
is used in terms of play-out bu�er dimensioning (non-
standardized algorithms). After the playout bu�er the
speech frames are decoded. If a frame is lost, the de-
coder conceals the lost frame and extrapolates the last
successfully received frame (Perkins et al., 1998) into
the gap. Finally the digital signal is transformed into
an acoustic signal.

Application-layer adaptation can enhance the
quality of VoIP because it changes VoIP con�guration
so that it matches the current state of the network best
(Bolot and Vega-Garcia, 1996). For example, in cases
of congestion, it has been proposed to change the cod-
ing rate (Yin et al., 1990; Barberis et al., 2001; Servetti
and Martin, 2003). Thus, the bandwidth of a VoIP �ow
is lowered and the probability of further packet losses
due to congestion is decreased.
Whereas congestion control in general avoids exten-

sive packet losses, it does not avoid packet losses at
all. Therefore an error control scheme should be used
(Podolsky et al., 1998; Bolot and Vega-Garcia, 1998;
Bolot et al., 1999). FEC is a good candidate for end-
to-end error control of interactive speech transmission.
The IETF has standardized a FEC scheme that adds a
redundant copy of speech frames to the following pack-
ets (Perkins et al., 1997). If a packet is lost, the receiver
reconstructs the lost speech frame after receiving the
following frames. Of course FEC increases both band-
width and delay. Thus, it is bene�cial to jointly opti-
mize adaptive FEC and playout scheduling (Rosenberg
et al., 2000; Boutremans and Boudec, 2003).
The number of frames in one packet can be changed

to adapt the packet rate and link utilization. For exam-

ple, Veeraraghavan et al. (2001) have used an adaptive
packetization for Voice over WLAN. Alternatively Kim
et al. (2002) uses frame grouping to combine multiple
voice �ows in a single IP packet.
A couple of publications (Ramjee et al., 1994; Moon

et al., 1998; Pinto and Christensen, 1999; Sreenan et al.,
2000; Laoutaris and Stavrakakis, 2002) study how to
choose the ideal time of playing out the received frame.
The size of the dejittering bu�er should be adjusted so
that most packets are not received too late and packet
losses are minimized. Furthermore the dejitter bu�er
for VoIP should adapt immediately to short increases
in the transmission delay. The scheduling of playout can
be adjusted most easily during silence because then it is
not notable. Adjustments during voice activity require
more sophisticated concealment algorithms (Liu et al.,
2001; Liang et al., 2003).

Requirements If a perceptual quality model should
be applied for the application layer of VoIP parame-
ters, certain requirements have to be met. In general
application layer control can be divided in two parts,
an acoustic and a transmission control part. Although
the acoustic processing is highly important we shall not
discuss it in the present paper1. A quality model has to
cope only with the static and variable impairments due
to coding distortion, packet loss and delay. In the fol-
lowing we will discuss whether PESQ and the E-Model
ful�ll these requirements and whether they can be used
in an adaptive VoIP application.

2.2 Perceptual Assessment
PESQ is a model for perceptual evaluation of speech
quality. PESQ compares an original speech sample with
its transmitted and hence degraded version. It imple-
ments a cognitive model which emulates the psychoa-
coustics of human hearing (Beerends et al., 2002). One
novel feature of PESQ is the identi�cation of transmis-
sion delays (Rix et al., 2002). First PESQ adjusts the
degraded version to be time aligned. Then a psychoa-
coustic model assesses the distortion between original

1The acoustic processing is highly important for the percep-
tual quality and often neglected in the implementation of a VoIP
phone. It is required to regulate the gain of the input and out-
put signal in order to guarantee a constant and pleasant loudness
of the audio signal (adaptive gain control). Another aspect is
the presence of background noise, which deteriorates the perfor-
mance of many encoding algorithms. Therefore an appropriate
background noise suppression has to be implemented so that the
human voice of the talker is �ltered from the acoustic signal. Last
not least, often the acoustic output is fed back to the microphone,
so that a talker echo is notable. A local echo cancellation is hence
required if no headset is used.



and degraded sample.
PESQ can identify both constant delay o�set and

variable delay jitter. Constant delays are not consid-
ered in the calculation of the MOS value, but delay
variations change the rating of the speech quality.
One should note that PESQ can only be applied for

distortions which have been known before its develop-
ment. These are coding distortions due to waveform
codecs and CELP/hybrid codecs, transmission/packet
losses, multiple transcoding, environmental noise and
variable delay. Benchmark tests of PESQ have yielded
an average correlation of 0.935 with the correspond-
ing MOS values under these conditions. PESQ may
have to be changed before it can be applied for low-
rate vocoders (below 4kbit/s), digital silence, dropped
words or sentences, listener echo and wideband speech.
Even though the PESQ model can be downloaded

free of charge from the ITU web page, using PESQ
requires an expensive license agreement. Furthermore
the computational complexity of PESQ is high. Thus,
PESQ cannot be used in real-time nor it can be inte-
grated into open-source software.

The E-Model (ITU G.107, 2000) is a computational
model that can be used as a transmission-planning tool
for telecommunication systems. A detailed description
can be found in (Möller, 2000). One novel feature of the
E-Model is the assumption that the psychological e�ect
of uncorrelated sources of impairment is additive. The
assumption is based on empirical results in the �eld of
psychophysical research, which relate physical stimulus
magnitudes to perceptual magnitudes (Allnatt, 1983).
The transmission rating factorR range from 0 to 100

and is composed of �ve terms which subsume di�erent
types of impairments. The terms I refer to impairment
factors.

R = Ro − Is − Id − Ie + A (1)
Ro represents the transmission rating of the ba-

sic signal-to-noise ratio. Circuit noise, room noise at
sender and receiver, sidetone, which is the sound of the
speaker's own voice as heard in the speaker's telephone
receiver, and noise �oor, which is generated by the de-
vice itself, are factors that are taken into account. The
default value ofRo equals 93.2 (Sun and Ifeachor, 2003).
The factor Is is the sum of all impairments which

occur simultaneously with the voice transmission: A too
loud voice signal, quantizing distortion (A/D and D/A
conversion, logarithmic PCM coding, ADPCM coding)
and a non-optimum talker sidetone.
Transmission delay also impairs the quality of a tele-

phone system. The factor Id represents this delay im-

pairment, which is strongly e�ected by talker and lis-
tener echoes. If echoes are present, the delay can be
noticed more easily.
Whereas the previous I factors cover mainly classic

PSTN related quality impairments, Ie takes into ac-
count all impairments caused by more complicated, new
equipment. It is mainly used for predicting the coding
distortion of low-rate speech codecs. Because the in-
�uence of frame losses depends largely on the type of
coding and loss concealment, the frame loss rate in�u-
ences Ie, too. The value of Ie can be gathered from
subjective auditory tests.
The last factor A is based on the knowledge that

the quality of telephone call is judged di�erently if the
user has an advantage of access. Wireless, cellular, and
satellite connections might be valued higher. For exam-
ple, cellular phone users do not expect the same quality
level as in PSTN telephone calls. If the Internet access
is cheap or even free, VoIP might have an advantage of
access, too. Typical values ofA range from 0 to 20.

3 New quality model
Because both PESQ and E-Model do not ful�ll all re-
quirements (overview in Table 1) we introduce a new
quality model. It takes into account coding distortion,
packet loss and delay to predict the perceptual quality
but it assumes an optimal acoustic processing. We split
the quality model into source and sink side. The source
controls the transmission of voice, based on a periodic
but delayed feedback of mean packet delays and loss
rates. On the other side the receiver has to react to re-
ceived packets immediately. For example, the playout
time may have to be adjusted to a late packet. Our
quality model has to take into account both these time
scales.

Features/Impairment PESQ E-Model our model
coding distortion yes yes yes

mean packet loss rate yes yes yes
absolute delay no yes yes

delay variations yes no yes
single packet loss yes no yes

switching the coding mode yes no yes

computational complexity high low low
works at real time no yes yes

license free no yes yes

acoustic impairments many many

Table 1: Properties and features of quality models



3.1 Source Side
In the following only parameters being available at the
source are considered. Equation 2 is based on the E-
Model. However, if the acoustic processing is optimal,
we can simplify the E-Model to fewer parameters withc
describing the codec, dtx the DTX mode, cr the coding
rate, lr the mean packet loss rate,pack the packetization
time, and t the end-to-end delay. The computation of
R is then given by:

R = MOS2R (MOS (c, dtx, cr, lr,pack))− Id (t) (2)

If neither talker nor listener echoes are present, the
delay impairment Id can be reduced to the term of Idd:
For an end-to-end delay 0 < Ta ≤ 100ms, Idd is 0. For
any 100 ms ≤ Ta < 500ms is

Idd (Ta) = 25


(
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(3)
with X = −2+lg Ta

lg 2 . The mean opinion score can be
obtained from the R Factor with a conversion formula.
For 6.5 < R < 100, this conversion formula can be
inverted:

MOS2R(x) =
20
3
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8−

√
226 cos
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π

3

))
(4)

h = 1
3 arctan 2 (18566− 6750x,

15
√−202500x2 + 1113960x− 903522

)

In section 4 we deriveMOS (c, dtx, cr, lr, pack) values
from PESQ measurements. In a real implementation,
the values would typically be stored in a table for ef-
�ciency reasons. If the table does not contain a pa-
rameter but only a next higher and next lower value,
the MOS value is calculated by linear interpolation of
available values.

3.2 Sink Side
At the receiver we like to introduce a novel view on
quality: The quality is degraded by a continues �ow of
impairment events that relate directly to a single psy-
chophysical stimulus. An impairment event decreases
the quality of the transmission temporally. It starts at
some point in time tstart and lasts until tend, when it
is not notable anymore. In a VoIP system, three dif-
ferent events cause an impairment. First if one or mul-
tiple consecutive frames get lost, the quality decreases

as the receiver-side concealment algorithm can not ex-
trapolate the acoustic signal. Second, if the playout
scheduler changes the playout time, the speech may be
impaired (Fig. 5). Last, switching the coding mode or
coding rate can cause �clicking� sounds (Fig. 4).
Impairment events can be measured by the duration

and the strength of distortion. Let us de�ne a mea-
sure, which has been applied in a similar context (Hoene
et al., 2003). If a sample is encoded, transmitted and
decoded, the maximal achievable quality of transmis-
sion is limited to the coding performance, which de-
pends on the codec algorithm, its implementation and
the sample content (as some samples are more suitable
to be compressed than others). For a samples, which is
coded with the encoding and decoder implementation
c, the quality of transmission isMOS(s, c). The sample
s has a length of t(s) seconds. One should note that
the length of a sample excludes the leading and subse-
quent periods of silence, which are usually not relevant
to perceptual quality. If impairment events occur, the
resulting quality is described by MOS(s, c, e1, e2, . . .).
The values of ex describe the impairment events at po-
sition x.
The impairment of an event is de�ned as the di�er-

ence between the quality due to coding loss and the qual-
ity due to coding loss and the change of VoIP con�gu-
ration, times the length of the sample:

Imp (s, c, ev) = (MOS (s, c)−MOS (s, c, e)) · t (s) (5)

In Section 6 we will show how our new quality model,
the measure of impairment, can be used to trade o�
packet loss bursts against playout adjustments.

4 Tuning the Quality Model
In the previous section we introduced the abstract no-
tion of our quality model. Still, the absolute parameters
and variables are to be de�ned. For example, we intro-
duce the function MOS(...) , which stores MOS values
for various operating conditions. Also, we introduce the
notion of an impairment events. The objective of the
following speech quality measurements is to determine
the curve and values these functions so that the qual-
ity model developed here can use these values. To limit
the length of this paper we will constrain the number of
codecs to one, the Adaptive-Multi-Rate coding (AMR),
which is the default codec for third generation WCDMA
systems (3GPP, TS 26.071, 2002).



4.1 Measurement Setup
We followed the recommendation ITU P.833 (2001a),
which describes how to derive the equipment impair-
ment factor Ie from listening-only tests, but we used
fewer test cases and instrumental assessment tools.
Each single measurement consists of �ve steps and is
repeated several times with di�erent con�gurations (see
Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Measurement Set-Up

First, a speech recording is selected from a data base.
We used the ITU P.suppl 23 data base (1998) that con-
tains 832 samples from di�erent languages, speakers
and sentences. Each sample has a duration of 8s. Ad-
ditional background noise is not present. Second, the
ITU reference implementation of AMR compresses the
sample. AMR generates speech frames. Each frame
contains 20ms of speech and can be encoded with an
coding rate of 4.75, 5.15, 5.75, 6.7, 7.2, 7.95, 10.2 or
12.2 kbit/s. Third, a loss generator simulates the packet
losses depending on the loss probability, packetization
and random seed. Next, the AMR decoder generates
a degraded version of the speech sample and conceals
lost frames. Finally the ITU reference implementation
of the PESQ algorithm compares the degraded speech
sample with the reference sample to calculate the MOS
value.

4.2 Results
We study the impact of single random losses on the in-
strumental speech quality. Figure 3a shows the impact
of loss and coding rate on the objective speech quality
with a packetization of one frame per packet. A lower
coding rate and a high loss rate decrease the speech
quality. Figure 3b displays the distortion due to silence
compression, which is present but low. Figure 3c shows
that a higher packetization does not change the speech
quality to a large extent.
In the following we show the distortion caused by fre-

quent switching of the coding rate (Fig. 4) versus the
mean coding rate. During the encoding of a sample,
which has a length of 8 s, we switch the coding rate six

(a) without silence suppression (DTX)

(b) with DTX (dotted line) and without (straight)

(c) Impact of packetitzation vs. packet loss rate

Figure 3: Impact of coding rate and loss rate



times. Also we calculate the average coding rate. Fig-
ure 4 also contains cases without any mode switching,
which have an impairment of zero.
Because playout schedulers adjust the playout time of

speech frames, we measured those adjustments as well.
We consider one adjustment within a 8 s sample and
distinguish between adjustments during voice activity
(Fig. 5a) and silence (Fig. 5b). A positive adjust-
ment extends the degraded sample. The resulting gap
is concealed by the decoder's concealment algorithm. A
negative adjustment shortens the degraded sample. As
a comparision we also measured the impairment caused
by a loss burst which has the same length as the pos-
itive adjustment's gap. During silence PESQ does not
consider adjustments to up to one second as harmful.
Adjustments during voice activity decrease the speech
quality and increase the impairment.

5 First Example: Limited Band-
width

In the this example we apply our quality model to the
problem of adapting a VoIP �ow to limited available
bandwidth. To our best knowledge the problem of how
to adapt both coding rate and packet rate to limited
bandwidth has never been studied in published liter-
ature. Our parameterized quality model allow us to
analyse this question. We assume that the capacity
of a connection remains constant and is known. The
transmission delay of a packet is given and remains con-
stant for each packet. The question to answer is how to
choose the optimal coding rate and packetization under
these circumstances. We discuss this issue on a circuit
switched link and a packet-switched, Ethernet-like link.

Circuit Switched Link: Let us assume a channel
that has a limited bandwidth and carries one stream
of AMR coded frames. If the coding rate exceeds the
bandwidth of the channel, frames are dropped. The loss
rate L depends on the bandwidth of channelBc and the
bandwidth of the �ow Bf , which is equal to the coding
rate Bs (see equation 6).

L =
{

Bc > Bf : 0
Bc ≤ Bf : 1− Bc

Bf

(6)

Clearly there is a tradeo� between coding rate and
loss because both decreasing coding rate and increasing
loss rate will lower the speech quality. In Fig. 6 the
tradeo� between loss rate and coding mode is displayed
taking into account Equation 6 and the measurement
data of Fig. 3. If the loss rate exceeds a value of about

Figure 4: Impairment of switching the coding mode

(a) During silence

(b) During voice activity

Figure 5: Impact of playout re-scheduling



0.5%, a better speech quality is achieved by a lower
coding rate � the drop in MOS is very sharp, if the
coding rate exceeds the available bandwidth. As ex-
pected, voice �ows are highly sensitive to losses and
packet losses should be avoided by switching to a lower
coding rate.

Figure 6: MOS vs. bandwidth and coding rate
(MR475=4.75kbps, MR122=12.2kbps).

Full-Duplex Ethernet Link: Next we assume a
full-duplex, switched Ethernet link, which bypasses the
CSMA/CD medium access protocol and has a capacity
of Bc. Speech frames are generated at rate of r. A
packet consists of f speech frames. In addition VoIP
packets contain protocol headers: The Ethernet header
is 26 bytes long (8 bytes preamble, 14 bytes header and
4 bytes CRC), IP (8 bytes), UDP (20 bytes) and RTP
(12 bytes). A short header is added (6 bits) in front of
each speech frame (Sjoberg et al., 2002). The size of
a packet p is rounded to the next byte, if its size is a
fraction of a byte:

p = 8
⌈

628 + (Bs/r + 6) f

8

⌉
(7)

We can calculate the �ow bandwidth Bf using the
packet size p, the number of frames per packet f and
the frame rate r.

Bf =
p · r
f

(8)

The loss rate depends on the bandwidth of the �ow
Bf and of the channelBc as described in Equation 6. In
addition to the impairment due to loss, multiple frames
in a packet introduce an additional packetization delay
which we have to consider. Thus, we apply equation 2
to take into account both loss and delay and obtain the

following equation. The system delay tsys is the end-to-
end transmission delay without the packetization delay.

R = MOS2R(MOS (c,dtx, cr, lr,pack))
−Idd (f/r + tsys)

(9)

In Fig. 7 we show the optimum VoIP con�guration
(as rated by theR factor) if both packet and coding rate
are ideally chosen under limited bandwidth. We assume
the AMR codec (50 packets per second) and 150 ms
system delay. The �gure shows that the packetization
increases if the available bandwidth drops. Only at a
very low bandwidth the coding rate decreases also. In
the �gure we do not plot the packet loss rate because it
is zero nearly all the time.
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Figure 7: Choosing optimal coding rate and packetiza-
tion on packet-switched link.

6 Second Example: Delay Spikes
As an example on how to use our quality model on the
sink side, we apply it to an adaptive playout algorithm.
The size of a playout bu�er should be chosen in a way
that both the number of too late frames and the addi-
tional delay are low. Common playout bu�er algorithms
adapt the size of the playout bu�er to the transmission
history to �nd an optimal trade-o� between losses and
delay. However, analysis of Internet traces show that
sometimes packet delays show a sharp, spike-like in-
crease (Ramjee et al., 1994) which cannot be predicted
in advance. After a spike, packets are received at a high
frequency. Soon afterwards the jitter process returns to
normal. We like to consider the question whether to ad-
just the playout of speech frame to delay spikes, using



the quality model introduced in this paper. We con-
centrate on the non-trivial case of delay spikes during
voice activity.
Frame Fn arrives too late to be played out on time.

No consecutive frames Fi with i > n have been re-
ceived so far. The scheduled playout time of frameFn is
tnplayout, but the frame has arrived at tnarrive > tnplayout.
At the arrival time the decoder has already concealed
all frames Fi with tiplayout < tnarrive, because they have
been considered as lost. Should the playout times be in-
creased by tgap = tnarrive − tnplayout temporarily so that
the too late frames are still played out?
Because adjustments have a di�erent impact accord-

ing to the current speech property, it is important to
know whether the Fi frames (i > n) contain silence or
voice. The voice activity of frame Fn is known, be-
cause it has already arrived. Thus, we know the speech
quality impairment of the adjustment, which delays the
playout.
But when to re-adjust the playout to its previous

value again? Clearly as soon as the voice falls silent
the playout should be changed because during silence
the adjustment is not hearable. But how long will the
talker speak? The speech properties of the consecutive
frames are not known, because they have not been re-
ceived so far.
But there is hope in statistics: The ITU has standard-

ized an arti�cial voice model (P.59, 1993), which uses
exponentiation distributions to describe the length of
talk-spurts and silence periods. The mean lengths are
ton = 1.004 s and toff = 1.587 s. Because of the expo-
nentiation distribution of the talk-spurt length, a nega-
tive adjustment can be made in the mean after 1.004s.
To calculate the quality rating of a delay spike with-

out an adjustment of the playout bu�er time, we apply
the ITU E-Model. The R factor is calculated from the
speech quality measurements (Fig. 5b) and the mouth-
to-ear delay:

Rloss = MOS2R(MOSloss (tgap))− Id (tm2e) (10)

To calculate the quality rating of the adjustment, we
use the results from Fig.5b which refer to samples with
tsample = 8s. To calculate delay impairment, we sum
and weighten the quality of adjusted period and the nor-
mal period. The quality impairment of the adjustment
during silence is not considered because it is virtually
zero:

Radjust = MOS2R (MOSpos (tgap)−
Id(tm2e)(tsample−ton)+Id(tm2e+tgap)ton

tsample

) (11)

In Fig. 8 we calculated Radjust − Rloss for di�erent
gap lengths and mouth-to-ear delays. It can be seen
that loss bursts up to 80 ms can be tolerated in any
case. Loosing frames up to 160 ms might be better for
calls which have a high mouth-to-ear delay. Otherwise,
the playout bu�er should be adjusted to playout the too
late frames.

Figure 8: Whether to adjust the playout to late packets
(positive values) or to drop the late packets (negative
values)

7 Conclusion
We presented a new quality model for voice. Its main
purpose is to parameterize adaptive VoIP applications
and algorithms so that they can achieve high perceptual
quality ratings.
1.) One the contributions of this paper is that the

coding mode must not be switched too often because
it harms the speech quality. Consequently, media-
dependent FEC is not feasible. Media-dependent FEC
tries to improve speech quality by switching to an other
coding mode. However, switchomg to the coding mode
reduces speech quality because it introduces clicking
sounds.
2.) We demonstrated that as soon as bandwidth gets

limited it is more e�cient to change the packet rate
instead of the coding rate. Pervious approaches to rate-
adaptive voice only considered the coding rate.
3.) Our results indicate that a playout bu�er should

adjust its playout to delay spikes if they cause frames
to arrive at least 80 ms after their scheduled playout
time or even later.
One should consider that the measurement results

of our work are based on an objective perceptual model
which only approximates the real rating behavior of hu-
man beings. Thus, we have conducted subjective tests



to prove and to enhance the accuracy of our objective
quality model (Hoene et al., 2004). We continue our
work on quality models to include the e�ects of single
packet losses.
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